A complete study of the magneto-optical (MO) and magnetoplasmonic properties of both epitaxial and polycrystalline Au/Fe/Au multilayers as a function of Fe thickness is reported. An increase for both the MO activity without surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) excitation and the magnetic modulation of the SPP wave vector for epitaxial structures compared to the polycrystalline ones is observed. This difference is related with the larger interface roughness of the polycrystalline structures that as a consequence, exhibit a reduction in the Fe MO constants. A comparative study of the MO activity with SPP excitation for both epitaxial and polycrystalline structures is also presented, being the key factor in the deposition of the adequate layer thickness to achieve optimum SPP excitation with independence of their crystalline nature.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Surface-plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are transversal electromagnetic waves bound to the interface between materials with dielectric constants of opposite signs. 1 Nowadays the properties of SPPs excited in different structures are being intensively investigated in view of their use in a number of applications that include nanophotonic circuits, [2] [3] [4] near-field scanning optical microscopy, 5, 6 and biosensors. 7, 8 A crucial aspect for the advance of plasmonics is the development of active elements, i.e., systems whose plasmonic properties can be modified by an external agent. For that purpose, and in addition to the use of quantum dots 9 and thermo-optic 10 and electro-optic 11 materials, a promising approach is the incorporation of a ferromagnetic component into the plasmonic system, thus forming a magnetoplasmonic structure. In such structures, a great deal of intertwined plasmonic and magneto-optical (MO) phenomena has been studied. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] To mention a few, the first studies were carried out in Au/Co/Au trilayers, 12, 13 exploring the effect of SPP excitation in the MO properties. These studies were later extended, exploring the effect of the Co layer thickness. 14 There, the observed enhancement of the MO activity when SPP was excited was shown to be due to the combined action of the intense decrease of the reflectivity of the system and the enhanced electromagnetic field inside the MO active layer.
14 Subsequently, and due to the lower optical absorption of Ag compared to Au, Au/Ag/Co/Ag structures were also fabricated to study the relevance of the optical constants of the plasmonic material in these multilayers. 18 However, a key but yet unexplored issue is the effect of both crystallinity (grain size or grain boundary scattering) and surface and interface roughness in the magnetic, optical, MO, and mainly magnetoplasmonic properties of these noble metal-ferromagnetic heterostructures. In fact, many previous works have shown that surface flatness, 23, 24 grain size, [25] [26] [27] [28] and epitaxial growth 29 play an important role in the optical constants of plasmonic nanostructures. On the other hand, different works indicate that the magnetic and MO properties of multilayered structures may also be affected by the morphology 30, 31 and the interface flatness 32, 33 of the ferromagnetic layer inside a heterostructure. Even polycrystalline Au/Fe/Au trilayers, used for biosensing purposes as a magneto-optical surface-plasmon resonance (MOSPR) sensor, exhibit lower MO performance than the expected ones, 34 probably due to the reduced MO properties of Fe in contact with Au. All these facts indicate that if the structural and morphological characteristics can strongly determine the MO constants of a magnetoplasmonic multilayered system, the MO activity and the magnetic modulation of the SPP wave vector, both dependent on the MO constants, would be strongly modified.
In this work we present a complete study on the influence of the magnetoplasmonic properties of the morphology, surface flatness, and epitaxial character of Au/Fe/Au multilayered structures grown on MgO substrates. The structure of the paper is as follows. Sec. II describes the experimental and theoretical methods used. Sec. III contains the complete characterization of the structures: Sec. III A describes their crystalline structure and morphology, Sec. III B is devoted to their magnetic properties, Sec. III C studies the MO properties, and Sec. III D analyzes the magnetoplasmonic behavior, including the modification of the MO activity upon SPP excitation and also the magnetic modulation of the SPP wave vector. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes the main conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
Sample growth was performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions in a system equipped with a combination of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques. Two series of 7 nm Au/X nm Fe/7 nm Au structures, with Fe thickness varying between 0 and 6 nm, have been grown at room temperature (RT) on MgO(001) substrates. Buffer layers, namely, 1 nm Fe and 2 nm Cr, were used to fabricate the otherwise equivalent series of samples. The Fe buffer layers were grown by PLD, whereas the Cr ones were grown by MBE. Fe layers were deposited by a Nd-YAG (yttrium aluminium garnet) laser (λ = 532 nm, 4 ns pulses, 25 mJ/pulse, 10 Hz repetition rate), and Au layers were also deposited by MBE. Prior to deposition, the MgO substrates were outgassed at 200
• C for 25 min for water desorption purposes and then cooled down to RT for thin-film deposition. Deposition rates were 1 nm/min for the Au and Cr layers and 0.5 nm/min for the Fe layers. The surface morphology of the fabricated structures was characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM images were taken using a Nanotec TM microscope operating in noncontact dynamic mode, i.e., with a mechanically modulated cantilever. Silicon cantilevers from NanoSensors TM with a force constant k = 5 N/m and tip radius of 10 nm were used.
The crystallinity of all the samples was characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bragg-Brentano configuration and 1/4
• slits. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) was used to determine layer thickness and interface roughness by the use of a parabolic mirror and a 0.27
• parallel-plate collimator. XRD and XRR measurements were performed using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418Å).
Magnetic hysteresis loops at room temperature, with magnetic fields applied in-plane and out of plane, were obtained by Kerr measurements in transverse and polar configurations, respectively. The transverse Kerr loops were recorded by using a linearly polarized 532 nm light beam (solid-state laser) at 45
• incidence angle geometry with the applied magnetic field in the film plane but perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and measuring the variations in the reflected light intensity. In the case of the polar Kerr loops, linearly polarized 600 nm light at normal incidence was used with the magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the film plane, and the Kerr rotation angle and the ellipticity of the elliptically polarized reflected light were measured.
Reflectivity (R) and transverse MO Kerr-effect ( R/R) curves in the presence of plasmon excitation were also measured with a p-polarized HeNe laser and the sample mounted on a glass prism in Kretschmann configuration 35 to couple the wave vector of the incident light with that of the SPP. The magnitude R/R is defined as
where R pp (+H) and R pp (−H) stand for the reflectivity (both incident and reflected light being p polarized) for maximum positive and negative applied field, respectively. With this definition the maximum reachable value of R/R is 1. The different elements of the dielectric tensor of the system (diagonal or purely optical as well as nondiagonal or magnetooptical) were obtained via combined spectral ellipsometry and Kerr-effect measurements. Ellipsometry measurements were taken with a M200FI J. A. Woollam Co.
TM ellipsometer between 500 nm and 1.69 μm, for angles of incidence ranging from 45
• to 75
• , which allowed the extraction of both real and imaginary parts (ε xx 1 and ε xx 2 , respectively) of the diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor. Polar Kerr spectra 36 were measured between 290 and 840 nm with a maximum magnetic field of 1.6 T. From the polar Kerr spectra, and knowing the diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor of the system, the real and imaginary parts of the nondiagonal elements (ε xy 1 and ε xy 2 , respectively) can be calculated. Since the Fe layers are cubic we can assume that the nondiagonal dielectric tensor elements are the same for all directions (ε xy = ε xz = ε yz ). Simulations of the MO Kerr signal, with and without SPP excitation for such structures, were performed via a transfermatrix method using the actual dielectric tensor elements of the materials obtained from ellipsometric and polar Kerr spectra.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure and morphology
The crystalline structure of both series of samples, with Fe buffer layer grown by PLD and Cr buffer layer grown by MBE, has been studied by XRD. Fe and Cr are elements with bodycentered cubic structures and very similar lattice parameters (0.287 and 0.288 nm, respectively). It is well known that both can grow epitaxially on MgO(001) substrates 37, 38 upon 45
• inplane rotation of their crystalline lattice to match the 0.4213 nm lattice parameter of the substrate. Therefore they are both excellent candidates as a buffer layer to promote the epitaxial growth of a wide variety of metallic systems. However, we have found significant differences between the two series. Symmetric scans of samples with an Fe interlayer thickness of 6 nm are shown in Fig. 1(a) . As can be seen, the growth On the other hand, the samples with a Cr buffer layer grown by MBE exhibit a polycrystalline, textured growth, as shown by the Au (111) diffraction peak in Fig. 1(a) .
Important differences have been obtained in XRR measurements and AFM analysis, which indicate that PLD deposition has a unique capability to produce ultraflat films due to the energy of the deposited atoms and the characteristic deposition rates. 39, 40 In the bottom panel of Fig. 1 , we show XRR curves and their corresponding best fits for both epitaxial and polycrystalline series of samples [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively]. The XRR curves of epitaxial structures show that the oscillations extinguish at higher 2θ angles compared to the polycrystalline structures due to the flatness of the interfaces in the epitaxial multilayers. In fact, the roughness analysis of the XRR curves fits values of 0.2 nm for the Au topmost layer in the epitaxial sample with a 6 nm Fe interlayer thickness as compared to 0.5 nm for the same Fe interlayer thickness in the polycrystalline structure.
Representative AFM images of the topmost surface of two samples without Fe interlayers and two other equivalent ones with Fe interlayers (4.5 and 5 nm of Fe interlayer thickness, respectively) for both the epitaxial and polycrystalline series are shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is worth noting that the AFM images are displayed with the same height and lateral scale for better comparison. As can be observed, the two samples without an Fe interlayer and the epitaxial sample with a 4.5 nm Fe interlayer exhibit a very flat surface with global differences in height of around 0.5 nm over the scanned area. On the other hand, the polycrystalline 5 nm Fe sample shows a rougher surface, including granular structures around 7 nm in height, correlated with the different buffer growth technique. In Fig. 2(b) we have plotted the Fe interlayer thickness dependence of the rms roughness of the topmost layer for both series of samples, which is systematically at least a factor of 2 larger in the polycrystalline samples than in the epitaxial ones for every Fe interlayer thickness. XRR is a very suitable tool to extract quantitative information about not only the roughness of the topmost layer in a multilayered system but also to determine the thickness and roughness of buried interfaces. The obtained results for the Fe interlayer-top Au layer interface from XRR measurements are also shown in Fig. 2(b) . Although similar slope values of the Fe interlayer roughness are found in both types of structures, the same trend as that mentioned in the case of AFM results is observed. This result confirms the major role of the buffer layer morphology, which substantially affects the growth of consecutive Au, Fe, and Au layers and gives rise to systematically larger roughness for the entire multilayer. Summarizing, the epitaxial growth of the Fe interlayer and the whole layered structure for this set of samples favors the reduction of the roughness and the improvement of the overall morphology providing very smooth continuous surfaces and high-quality interfaces in terms of flatness.
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B. Magnetic characterization
The effect of the crystalline nature of the different magnetic properties of the two series of structures is confirmed by measuring both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loops using transverse and polar Kerr effect, respectively. • between the magnetization and the magnetic field direction (i.e., the magnetization lies along the [100] direction) in the remanent state. It is worth noting that even the sample without an Fe interlayer, i.e., 14 nm Au/1 nm Fe/MgO(001), exhibits a clear in-plane anisotropy with well-defined easy and hard axes hysteresis loops. This indicates that this buffer layer has a great degree of continuity, enough to evidence the typical biaxial in-plane anisotropy of a cubic thin film. However, in the out-of-plane magnetic characterization performed by polar Kerr measurements and shown in the right column of Fig. 3 , the loop of the sample with a 0 nm Fe interlayer shows a magnetic saturation field of about 8 kOe, well below that expected for a continuous Fe thin film (21 kOe). This suggests that the Fe buffer film might be in the form of platelets (incomplete layer). 41 The loop of the sample with a 1.2 nm Fe interlayer exhibits a saturation field higher than 16 kOe, which indicates that the continuity of such an Fe interlayer is better than that of the buffer. Finally, for higher Fe interlayer thickness, the tendency of the loops points to the formation of continuous Fe interlayers.
On the other hand, the corresponding hysteresis loops for the polycrystalline samples are shown in Fig. 4 . Rounded loops are obtained in the transverse configuration, with total absence of in-plane anisotropy (loops at 0
• and 45
• yield identical results), as should be expected for a polycrystalline structure, and therefore also with isotropic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Besides, the higher in-plane coercive field for poly- crystalline samples compared to the corresponding epitaxial ones (Fig. 5) can be mainly ascribed to the higher interface roughness shown in Sec. III A. Figure 5 displays the in-plane coercive field vs Fe interlayer thickness for epitaxial and polycrystalline samples. In the case of the epitaxial series it remains constant, which clearly indicates the existence of a continuous and flat Au-Fe interlayer for each Fe thickness. On the other hand, the polycrystalline series shows a coercive field increase with Fe thickness up to 3 nm Fe, probably due to an islanded morphology. At a higher Fe interlayer thickness, once coalescence forms a continuous Fe interlayer, the coercive field decreases due to an improved homogeneity. This can be attributed to a decrease in the number of pinning points for domain-wall motion when the magnetization reversal takes place.
C. Magneto-optical characterization
In order to extract the effective MO constants of the different Fe layers, polar Kerr spectra have been measured for all the samples in both series (Fig. 6 ). An increase of rotation (θ ) and ellipticity (φ) is observed with Fe thickness in the two series of samples. In every spectrum, the s-shape feature found in the rotation curves (and the corresponding maxima found in the ellipticity curves) around 2.5 eV is related to the bulk-plasmon resonance of Au. Interestingly, the overall MO activity of the polycrystalline samples is lower (roughly a factor of 2) than that of the equivalent epitaxial samples. Surely, we have to take into account the contribution of the 1 nm Fe buffer layer in the epitaxial series to the MO activity. However, the rotation and ellipticity spectra for the 1 nm Fe interlayer epitaxial structure (with 2 nm of total Fe thickness) exhibit an overall magnitude similar to the spectra for the 6 nm Fe polycrystalline one. This indicates that the differences between the two sets of samples do not originate simply by the presence of a MO active buffer layer on epitaxial multilayers. This reduction in the MO activity for the polycrystalline Fe layers originates from differences in the MO constants from both structures.
When analyzing the MO constants we have to take into account that there are two Fe layers in each epitaxial multilayer (except in the 0 nm Fe sample): the buffer layer and the interlayer. Therefore three representative MO constants can be extracted: the epitaxial interlayer, the epitaxial buffer (1 nm Fe), and the polycrystalline interlayer MO constants. In Fig. 7 we have plotted the MO constants corresponding to the epitaxial buffer, the 6 nm Fe epitaxial interlayer, and , and polycrystalline Fe interlayer (6 nm thick). In addition, two theoretical curves, using a Drude model with as 1.6 and 2.5 eV (dotted and dashed curves, respectively), were added in order to compare with the experimental MO constants. the 6 nm Fe polycrystalline interlayer. Note that no relevant differences are observed looking at the MO constants of the buffer layer and interlayer for epitaxial structures. On the other hand, the polycrystalline and epitaxial interlayers exhibit remarked differences. First, the value of the real part of the MO constants for the epitaxial interlayer is about two times larger than for the polycrystalline one at low-photon energies (1.8 times at He-Ne laser wavelength). Second, the zero crossing of the imaginary part of the MO constants for the epitaxial interlayer is located around 1.8 eV, whereas for the polycrystalline one it is located around 2.5 eV. In order to understand the origin of these relevant differences, we can use the Drude model for simulating the MO properties of the intraband contribution in an Fe layer (2) . This approximation, considering only the intraband contribution, is enough to describe the MO constants in the low-photon energy region (1-5 eV), because the interband contribution on the MO activity from Fe or Co is not very important in this spectral region 42, 43 and can be neglected. Therefore the MO constants are described by
using a value of plasma frequency of 10.2 eV, a cyclotron frequency of 0.0973 eV, and two different damping constants of 1.6 (bulk Fe) and 2.5 eV (w p , w c , and , respectively) from Ref. 42 in this equation. The two theoretical curves corresponding to these damping constants have been plotted in Fig. 7 . They exhibit good qualitative agreement with those experimentally obtained for the epitaxial and polycrystalline structures if we keep in mind that the interband contribution has not been taken into account in the theory. This points to a possible contribution to the different MO properties observed between epitaxial and polycrystalline Fe layers coming from these different Drude damping constants ( ) or electronscattering times in the two kinds of metallic layers. The higher obtained for the polycrystalline structure indicates a higher ratio of electronic collisions inside the polycrystalline Fe layer and at their rough interfaces as compared to the epitaxial or bulk one. 30, 31 D. Magnetoplasmonic characterization
Surface-plasmon resonance effects on the MO activity
Once the different structural, morphological, and MO characteristics of both series of samples are determined, the possible influences on their magnetoplasmonic properties can be studied. This has been carried out by measuring the reflectivity and transverse MO Kerr-effect (TMOKE) signal using the Kretschmann configuration 35 for a given wavelength λ = 632 nm, as sketched in Fig. 8(a) .
Standard reflectivity versus incidence angle measurements as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness is shown in Fig. 8(b) for the epitaxial (left panel) and polycrystalline (right panel) structures. Focusing our attention first on the series of epitaxial samples, we can see a strong dependence on the minimum in the reflectivity as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness, with values of 0.4 for the sample without an Fe interlayer, 0.1 for the sample with a 1.2 nm Fe layer, and much lower values for the rest of the epitaxial samples. The lowest value of the reflectivity minimum is observed for the epitaxial sample with 4.5 nm Fe, since this thickness is very close to the optimum SPP excitation thickness.
With an Fe interlayer thicker than 4.5 nm, the reflectivity minimum increases because the multilayer system goes far from the optimum SPP excitation. On the other hand, this dependence is much less pronounced in the polycrystalline series, with all the minima in the reflectivity reaching values between 0.1 and 0. The lowest value reflectivity minimum is obtained for the sample of 3.1 nm Fe (optimum SPP excitation), the reflectivity minimum increasing again with thicker Fe interlayers.
Considering now the transverse Kerr signal ( R/R) measured for both series of samples, in Fig. 8(c) we show the obtained results as a function of both the Fe interlayer thickness and the incidence angle. Remarkably, the largest R/R signal values are obtained for both the epitaxial structure with the 4.5 nm Fe interlayer and the polycrystalline one with the 3.1 nm Fe interlayer. For the specific thickness of these two structures the SPP excitation is optimum, therefore exhibiting a very small (close to zero) reflectivity upon SPP excitation, and as a consequence an enhanced MO activity, which actually might diverge if values of reflectivity very close to zero were achieved. The different optimum SPP excitation thicknesses in both structures are due to the different optical absorption of the two buffer layers used, being 2 nm of Cr more absorbing than 1 nm of Fe, and consequently, a lower Fe interlayer thickness being necessary for almost optimum plasmon excitation in the polycrystalline series. It is worth noting that there is no clear influence of the crystalline nature of the structures on the plasmon excitation of the different samples.
Finally, we can represent ( R/R) max , which is the positive maximum value of TMOKE angular measurement 14, 18 as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness for the two sets of samples with and without SPP excitation [see Fig. 8(d) ]. When SPP is excited [left panel of Fig. 8(d) ], the ( R/R) max exhibits a maximum at the mentioned optimum SPP thickness for polycrystalline and epitaxial structures (3.1 and 4.5 nm Fe thickness, respectively), decreasing for thicker Fe layers. In contrast, when no SPP is excited [right panel of Fig. 8(d) ] ( R/R) max shows a typical monotonous increase with Fe amount for both sets of samples. The influence of the higher MO constants of the epitaxial samples with respect to the polycrystalline ones is clearly observed, with the higher TMOKE signal increase with Fe amount for the epitaxial structures compared to that for the polycrystalline ones (a factor of 3).
In summary, the very large R/R ratios with SPP excitation obtained in the polycrystalline and epitaxial systems at different Fe interlayer thicknesses (3.1 and 4.5 nm, respectively) are simply due to the proper thickness obtained in these two samples for optimum plasmon excitation, being the different Fe interlayer thickness attributed to the different absorption of Cr and Fe buffer layers. On the other hand, the R/R signal without SPP excitation is directly related to the MO constants of both series of samples following the same trend but exhibiting a larger linear increase for the epitaxial multilayers.
Magnetic modulation of the SPP resonance
Another issue of interest is the potential use of these magnetoplasmonic structures in active plasmonic devices. The ferromagnetic layer in the multilayered structure introduces sizable off-diagonal components in the dielectric tensor of the whole system. Thus the application of a low external magnetic field can produce a modulation in the wave vector of the SPP. This SPP modulation has been reported in previous works using Co as the ferromagnetic layer. 14, 18, 19, 22 Here we have measured this effect in both epitaxial and polycrystalline structures with Fe as the ferromagnetic layer.
With the measurements shown in Sec. III D 1, and following the formalism detailed in Refs. 14 and 18, based on the comparison between the angular derivative of the reflectivity and the angular dependence of R/R, the magnetic-field-induced modulation of the SPP wave vector can be determined. In Fig. 9 , using symbols we present the experimentally obtained modulation as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness for both epitaxial and polycrystalline structures. As can be seen, k/k increases with Fe interlayer thickness for both series of samples, with systematically larger values for the epitaxial samples, especially for Fe thicknesses above 2.5 nm, whereas the observed modulation is similar for both series below this value. Obviously, the nonzero wave vector modulation obtained for the epitaxial sample without a Fe interlayer is due to the effect of the Fe buffer layer, whereas in the polycrystalline series the Cr buffer does not contribute to the modulation since Cr is not ferromagnetic. To understand the observed differences, the modulation of the SPP wave vector as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness has been calculated using the transfer-matrix formalism, 44 assuming sharp interfaces between the different layers and using the effective MO constants experimentally determined by polar Kerr spectroscopy (see Sec. III C) 18 for the 6 nm Fe epitaxial and polycrystalline interlayer samples. Note that the effective magneto-optical constant of the Fe layer is roughly a factor of 2 lower in the polycrystalline sample than in the epitaxial one for the considered wavelength. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 9 as continuous lines, with very good agreement with the experimental data corresponding to both series of samples with the only exception being the epitaxial samples having Fe interlayer thicknesses below 2.5 nm.
This observed difference in k/k is therefore ascribable to the reduced effective MO constants of the Fe interlayer for the polycrystalline series with respect to the epitaxial one. This reduction of the effective Fe MO constants can be interpreted in two ways: either because a system with a rough interface can be optically considered as an effective medium composed by Fe and Au, and therefore with effective MO constants lower than those of bulk Fe, or just by a purely interfacial effect where the MO constants of the Fe atoms at the Fe-Au interface are smaller from bulk Fe due to hybridization effects, 33 and are therefore proportional to the interface area, which will be larger for a system with rough interfaces. On the other hand, the deviation from the expected trend in the epitaxial series for Fe thickness below 2.5 nm (mainly for the 1.2 nm Fe sample) can be understood from the lack of completeness of the Fe interlayer at this thickness range as discussed in Sec. III B. This lack of completeness gives rise to a region where Fe and Au coexist, and therefore can be considered as a layer with effective MO constants lower than those of bulk Fe.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a systematic study comparing the structural, morphological, magnetic, MO, and magnetoplasmonic properties of epitaxial and polycrystalline Au/Fe/Au trilayers as a function of the Fe interlayer thickness. We find a direct effect of the higher crystalline and interface quality of the epitaxial structures on the MO constants of Fe, which as a consequence gives rise to an increase in the MO activity (threefold) and in the magnetic modulation of the SPP wave vector (twofold) with respect to their equivalent polycrystalline ones. On the other hand, the MO activity with SPP excitation mainly depends on the achievement of the exact layer thickness that leads to optimum plasmon excitation, and as a consequence, to a minimum in the reflectivity and a maximum in the TMOKE signal. This work demonstrates the crucial role that crystallinity and interface sharpness play on the optimization of the MO and magnetoplasmonic properties of noble metal-ferromagnetic heterostructures. 
